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History of the Neutrino

Paris:    September 5th ,   2018  

Atmospheric Neutrinos:

from the Pioneering Experiments
to Kamiokande



First   Detection

Proton Decay  Experiments

“Anomaly”

“Hint for New Physics”

“Evidence for Neutrino Oscillations”

 Established results
 in physics textbooks.



Takaaki Kajita
“Atmospheric neutrinos: the anomaly becomes the discovery”
September 6, 16:40

John Learned
“The Saga of  atmospheric neutrinos”.     
 September 5, 15:05

Christian  Spiering
“High energy neutrinos and neutrino telescopes”
September 7, 14:45

At this conference:

Posters:

John LoSecco:     “Discovery of  the atmospheric neutrino anomaly"

Francesco Ronga: “Neutrino Oscillations: personal  recollections
                                   Focused before the Kajita's talk 1998”

Igor Zheleznyk: “The Soviet DUMAND program  and the development 
                              of alternative large scale neutrino telescopes”



Viktor HESS   (1912)

The beginning of 
“High Energy Astrophysics”
 the discovery of Cosmic Rays





Birth of 
Particle Physics





Reconstruct the  
Cosmic Ray spectrum



Flux of Atmospheric  Neutrinos

Cosmic  Ray  Showers in the Earth Atmosphere



There must be a fux of 
 “cosmic neutrinos”
  [atmospheric neutrinos]

 Is it detectable ?

Are there  (high energy) neutrinos 
Generated from astrophysical  Sources  ?

Is Neutrino Astronomy Possible ?





“Visionaries”  in the Soviet Union



Fascinating review by  a key participant:

[Poster here]



Neutrino Induced
Muons





The  frst observations
 of Atmospheric Neutrinos



Kolar Gold Field  Mine in India



















J.L. Osborne Proc. Phys. Soc. 86, 93 (1965) 





The neutrino cross section in 1971





Study of the 
neutrino cross section



Neutrino Astronomy !
[celestial coordinates of    the directions of
 Interesting events]



Neutrino detector in a Utah salt
mine.Fast timing  (versus of muon)
Magnetized Iron 

Shallow depth  1500 m.w.e.
only up-going  
(nu-induced)  muons



603  days live time

106  down going muons

5 up-going muons
(spectrum !)



Baxsan  Neutrino telescope





MACRO 
detector
at Gran Sasso



PROTON  DECAY



Physical Review  96, 1157 (1954)

First limit: 1021 yr









Soudan 1
detector







NUSEX: contained events



The   “Anomaly"















IMB 

and 

up-going muons





Systematic errors
[in experiment or  in the predictions]

 or

NEW PHYSICS    ?







Calculations  of the 
Atmospheric  Neutrino Flux 



+ Charge conjugate channel

Main channel for  Atmospheric  neutrinos

1.  Robust  “relation”  between 
     muon and electron neutrinos
    [Generated by the same source]

2.  Possibility of  “monitoring” 
     of the neutrino beam  using muons.

3.  Up-Down symmetry 





Neutrino
Flavor
Ratio





Solar Modulations



Relativistic charged particles.        [Latitude efect]

Mostly protons (+ ionized nuclei)   [East-West efect]



The (4pi)  sky over  the  Kamiokande site
Rigidity  [p/q]  cutof 
along the neutrino direction

Geomagnetic efects



The (4pi)  sky over  the  Kamiokande site
Rigidity  [p/q]  cutof 
along the neutrino direction

Geomagnetic efects

East-West efect



Modeling of hadronic  Interactions
[Spectra of  fnal state  particles] 
(largest source of uncertainty)



Calibrate the atmospheric neutrino calculation with 
muon observations



Difculty:  Most of the muons that are more 
“intimately associated”  with  GeV  neutrinos
 do not reach the surface of the  Earth 
(because they decay in fight). 

Solution:   Measure the muons at high altitude
[balloon measurements  during the travel to
the stratosphere]

Measurements 
at “foat altitude”



The “Muon Polarization crisis”  (1998)

[Muons  created in a well defned spin state]



              “3-Dimensional”   
versus     “1-Dimensional”
         

  1D: Neutrino collinear with
         primary Cosmic Ray



Alternative  interpretations
of the  “atmospheric neutrino problem”

Proton decay   [p → e+ nu nu]

Neutrino  Decay

Oscillations into sterile neutrinos

Flavor Changing  Neutral Currents

Violations of Equivalence Principle



The doubts  of theorists

and of 

the “Physics Community” 



… Large Mixing angles are “unpalatable”  ….



[…..]



Neutron
Background ?



The “Flesh and Blood”

 of   experiments
     



“Alternating Neutral Currents”



The resolution  of the

“Anomaly” into “Evidence” 

What was  necessary   was  the extension
of the domain in L  and E of the observations

What emerged  was an ensemble of  deviations
from the “standard”  prediction,
With a “structure”  (in energy, zenith angle)
could  reveal the properties of the new physics.

The results had a consistent interpretation
in terms of a new physical  concept
[Neutrino Oscillations]   

Witnessing this “process”  in real time  has  reinforced
my   confdence in the “scientifc method”. 
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